Romeo and Juliet Crossword Puzzle Key

Across
1. This man was in charge of delivering the message of the plan to Romeo (he failed to do so)
3. This person sold Romeo poison
9. This Capulet kills Mercutio
10. This person has a name that rhymes with rinse
13. This man is Romeo’s cousin
14. This Capulet is very talkitive and thinks Paris is a good suitor
15. This person died of a dagger wound
17. This lord has a son who kills Tybalt
18. This man is a Capulet and he forces his daughter into marriage

Down
2. This Montague talks of fairies and dies because of Tybalt
4. This lady dies of grief from her son’s death
5. This person dies because he killed Mercutio
6. This Capulet lady has a daughter engaged to Paris
7. This man comes up with the plan to reunite Romeo and Juliet
8. This person can’t read and asks Romeo for help
11. This male is from the House of Capulet and he bites his thumb at people
12. This Montague died of poison
16. This person’s last request was to be laid with Juliet